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Temporal event reasoning is vital in modern information-driven 
applications operating on news articles, social media, financial 
reports, etc. 
• Question Answering samples from TORQUE 

• Temporal information inferring from POS Tag

Injects additional temporal knowledge into the pre-
trained model from two sources:
(i) part-of-speech tagging 
(ii) question constraints. 
e.g., the set of answers to “What events have already 
finished?” and “What will happen in the future?” should 
typically be disjoint. 

TORQUE : a reading com- prehension dataset of temporal 
ordering questions and answers. It provides 3.2k passages (∼50 
tokens/passage), 24.9k events (7.9 events/passage), and 21.2k 
user-provided questions. For end-to-end training, the task is 
modeled as a binary classification problem that requires 
predicting for each token in the passage whether it is an answer. 

MATRES : a temporal relation (TempRel) extraction benchmark, 
consisting of 275 documents with entity relationships labeled as 
Before, After, Equal, or Vague. 

Metrics: TORQUE is evaluated in terms of F1 score, Exact Match 
(EM), and Consistency (C). The latter is defined as the percentage 
of contrast groups for which a model’s predictions have F1 ≤ 80% 
for all questions in a group. The contrast groups provided by 
TORQUE consist of questions with contrasting changes to the 
temporal keywords, e.g., “What happened after the snow 
started?” versus “What happened before the snow started?”. 
For MATRES, we report standard micro-averaged F1 scores. 

Results on MATRES Dataset. Results on TORQUE Dataset. 


